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Thesis
Major media messages around retirement focus
almost exclusively on accumulation of assets for
retirement. Most financial education for investors
also concentrates on principles of saving and
growing assets. This accumulation focus creates a
conditioning effect whereby both investors and
advisers balk at changing tactics to accommodate
the spending phase of retirement. In effect this
“accumulation conditioning” causes sub-optimal
outcomes for many investors when they begin 
living in retirement.

“How many times do I have to tell you...?”
We have all heard that question in one form or
another many times, yet it is a good question; a 
question having lots of implications for retirement
planning. The answer to that question depends upon
several factors, many of which help you as you save
for retirement, while these same factors may 
hinder you as you spend your retirement money.
How many times do both investors and advisers hear
messages focused towards the accumulation of 
savings? Interestingly, how often one hears 
accumulation messages may be one of the most
important factors influencing later behavior and 
attitudes. Typically, accumulation messages are the
first and most frequent communication about
retirement. This savings accumulation focus may
condition both investors and advisers to struggle
later with the spending phase of retirement, thereby
creating sub-optimal outcomes.
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In this paper we will be taking a look at what we
are calling “accumulation conditioning,” and some
implications for both advisers and investors. This
is not meant as an exhaustive discussion of all 
relevant factors related to conditioning. Rather the
hope of the authors is that academics and 
practitioners will amplify the situation we have 
outlined herein, adding to our discussion. So to

begin, what is conditioning?

Conditioning is a learning process, involving
short-term and long-term memory. Two of the short-
term memory factors with which we are concerned,
that influence conditioning and thereby learning,
are primacy and frequency (see Figure 1). The 
primacy effect states that information occurring first
is typically remembered better than is information
occurring later. Interacting with information more
often also improves memory, thus “frequency”
impacts learning as well1. In addition, over time 
information gets written more deeply into the 
cerebral cortex. Importantly, information stored
there becomes much more difficult to overwrite. The
information becomes deeply ingrained like a
belief, and new facts or logic may not be able to
change that belief.2

A cursory review of the public information with
which investors are inundated easily shows a
focus on retirement saving and not retirement 
spending. Most investors get their only formal,
classroom-style, investment education through
their 401(k) enrollment meeting, normally 
exclusively focused on getting them to save, to 
create an asset allocation to grow their savings and
to get to a “number”. (That is, if individuals are 
actually lucky enough to be exposed to a 401(k)
enrollment meeting.) The message is generally 
simplified such that any discussion of the retirement
spending phase is excluded. Even for near-retiree
and retiree groups educational opportunities are not
as common, nor as frequently offered. Many 
company retirement plans offer no such actual 
education on retirement spending. Throughout
their career, investors are encouraged to save, to save
more and, when that isn’t enough, to save a bit more.
Gap analysis of their balance often provides a 
shortfall to encourage the participant to save more
money to get to a target account balance or 
“number.” Investors know they should be saving,
even when they don’t actually do it. The investments

Primacy Effect:
This is the tendency for the first items presented in a series to
be remembered better or more easily, or for them to be more
influential than those presented later in the series. If you hear
a long list of words, it is more likely that you will remember
the words you heard first (at the beginning of the list) than words
that occurred in the middle3. 

Frequency Effect:
The phenomenon in memory which states that we tend to
remember information better, if it is repeated4.

FIGURE 2: TRENDS IN COGNITIVE ABILITY BY AGE

FIGURE 1: SHORT TERM MEMORY FACTORS

Source: Center for Retirement Research at Boston College, What is the Age of 
Reason?, July 2010
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within the 401(k) are selected to provide growth and
to allow for proper diversification. Employee 
education messages are crafted to help the 
participant with asset allocation, dollar-cost 
averaging, enrollment, saving more and the pitfalls
of taking loans. In short, they are set to help the 
person accumulate assets. But, as mentioned 
earlier very little plan education, if any, addresses
how to live on the account balance once you need
to spend it. Thus, we observe “accumulation 
conditioning” occurring through participation in the
company 401(k) plan. 

Even for those near-retirees or retirees who seek out
spending education, many factors are working
against them. Not only have they spent many years
focused solely on accumulation and savings
growth, but they may now be in cognitive decline.
Cognition is measured by crystallized intelligence
and fluid intelligence. Crystallized intelligence refers
to the learning gained through experience or
knowledge. Fluid intelligence refers to how adults

perform on novel tasks. Individuals tend to steadily
lose fluid intelligence each year after age 20 (See
Figure 25). These declines are partly offset by 
age-related increases in crystallized intelligence,
until middle age when cognition begins to rapidly
decrease. “Evidence indicates that, after peaking in
middle age, the ability to make financial decisions
declines.”6 Another study on the subject that 
supports this conclusion is Old Age and the
Decline in Financial Literacy by Michael S. Finke,
Ph.D., Texas Tech University; John S. Howe,
Ph.D., University of Missouri at Columbia -
Department of Finance; and Sandra J. Huston,
Ph.D., Texas Tech University.

In sum, accumulation and growth messages start
when investors are young and continue throughout
their working careers. Thus, both primacy and 
frequency effects can be observed. Investors and
advisers are able to use their fluid and crystallized
intelligence to make more effective financial 
decisions, which reinforces and conditions the 

FIGURE 3: CONFIDENCE LEVELS ABOUT BEING ON TRACK FOR RETIREMENT

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, Retirement in Recovery, June 2010

(current pre-retirees outlooks vs how retirees felt when they entered retirement)
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accumulation focus. Over time this information
becomes stored in long-term memory and is more
difficult to overwrite. But now as the investor nears
retirement, new information on the spending phase
must be obtained, processed and stored. And just
when understanding of complexity is needed most,

cognition is suffering or has suffered a decline.

In addition, as we age we tend to push negative
thoughts aside. There is actually a documented
“optimism bias” where individuals view the 
positive outcome as more real and likely.7 Much of
what needs to be discussed in the spending phase
could be deemed negative, such as health problems,
running out of money and death. By not discussing
the perceived pessimistic reality of retirement
income, older investors can remain in a level of 
confidence and optimism that feels better and more
“real.” If optimistic outcomes are more desired, it
stands to reason that individuals will not only avoid
or delay possible pessimistic discussions, but also
default to using their perceived tried and true 
information when making financial decisions.
When individuals are surveyed as to retirement 
confidence many express a high level of confidence.
In Figure 3 (previous page), 51% of pre-retirees
were extremely or somewhat confident according
to a recent survey. 

But upon what is that confidence based? Asking
these same individuals what they use as the most
valuable source of retirement-planning strategies,
they say “themselves.” (See Figures 4 and 5)

Perhaps their confidence comes from having spent
a lot of time preparing for retirement? Figure 6
seems to show that most individuals devote very
little time to retirement preparation: 48% of 
individuals in a recent survey spent less than 10
hours per year. It seems more likely that “these
investors may simply have a false sense of 
security because they lack a comprehensive 
understanding of the complexities they may face
in retirement.8”

And as discussed earlier individuals avoid new 
pessimistic information, find it cognitively difficult
to process new information, instead reverting to
using their “accumulation-focused” knowledge. All

F I G U R E 4 :  TO P R A N K E D VA L U E D S O U R C E S O F R E T I R E M E N T

S U P P O RT

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, Retirement in Recovery, June 2010 
(categories receiving few votes were eliminated)

FIGURE 5: RESOURCES USED FOR RETIREMENT DECISIONS

Source: MetLife Mature Market Institute, Best-Case Strategies for a Flexible 
Retirement, February 2011
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this further “conditions” the individual, 
reinforcing them to avoid solutions that might be
best for their personal situation, but have 
heretofore been untried and unfamiliar to them. 

For instance, perhaps these factors account for the
bias against using an annuity that many 
individuals exhibit. Using an annuity for retirement
income can be an effective and extremely useful
tool, but when asked, or presented with an 
annuity option, many investors refuse to invest any
of their accumulated retirement savings – even just
partially. Even the word, “annuity” can bring
forth a bias against using the product. Excuses for
not using an annuity include: “I have heard they are
bad;” “A certain TV personality said they are not
a good investment option;” “They have high fees
so they are not good for me;” “I don’t want to 
tie-up my money for a long time; and “I can’t get
my money out.” While the options and benefits 
surrounding various annuity types can be 
appealing to an individual for a portion of their
assets, they often change their mind and reject the
idea merely because the “annuity” word is used.
What amounts to a clear cost/benefit analysis
turns into a pre-conceived opinion that annuities are
bad. It seems plausible that this bias was either 

magnified or created by conditioning. While an
annuity may not be appropriate in all instances,
some annuities may help solve critical issues for
retirees. Nevertheless, “… the bias will result in [the
investor] recalling only the negative information and
not the advantages...”9 For further discussion of this
bias against annuities see “Behavioral Barriers: The
Role of Biases in the Public’s Aversion to Fixed
Annuities” from which the previous quote was
taken. Also, see “Q&A with John Olsen” on the 
subject of annuities on page 89.

So where are these individuals getting their 
investment messages and formulating their 
financial opinions? With the expansion of cable 
television programs, the internet and social media,
communication on financial matters can be 
overwhelming. The messages are everywhere,
whether you want them or not. There tends to be
a constant flow of prudent and imprudent 
information. Such information often has no 
relation to the specific investing goals and 
circumstances of the investors being bombarded.
New shows, commercials and “get rich quick” 
messages are constantly converging on the 
individual telling them that they can best serve 
themselves, and frequently that a professional

FIGURE 6: TIME SPENT OVER PAST 6 MONTHS GATHERING INFORMATION OR PLANNING FOR RETIREMENT

Source: MetLife Mature Market Institute, Best-Case Strategies for a Flexible Retirement, February 2011
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adviser provides little value. 

On the radio, television and through other sources
of media, we have been hearing that fees charged
by advisers and non-index funds are always too
high. This contributes to the attitude that advisers
are “ripping off” investors, so it is only safe to do
it yourself. During most major sporting events we
see commercials from major financial institutions
on how an individual should go it alone, and get rid
of their “high-cost broker.” Although, when the 
individual calls any of these options, they don’t
really know with whom they are speaking and it can
often be a different person every time they call. Does
the individual on the other line really “know” the
investor and what is best for them? Has the call 
center help desk been truly trained on helping 
individuals with retirement spending, and are they
qualified to help the individual get to the appropriate

investment allocation? Rather, it seems more
likely the call center employee is going off a script,
or suggesting a prescribed product placement
strategy, based on corporate goals and not individual
investor needs. 

Overwhelmingly, the messages to the investor are
clear and pointed about fees, do-it-yourself and
using a specific investment firm’s products. Yet,
online and low-cost brokerage firms may miss the
bigger investment universe, failing to create a 
retirement-income spending strategy tailored
specifically to the client. As mentioned above, the
messages from various firms are clear and help to
condition the investor to do it themselves. All of the
tools are available for the investor to open accounts,
to make trades and transactions at commoditized
pricing levels and to prepare for their future.
Investors are being conditioned to accumulate
through trading technologies that allow the investor
to constantly track their specific investments and
to trade themselves to wealth. The various media
may be giving the investor a false sense of 
confidence by providing tools and/or information.
It is up to the investor to learn how to use the tools
and to properly invest their assets. While this 
information is helpful to many and provided to help,
how and when does the investor measure the 
success of these tools and their plan? Where is the
education around creating a personalized and
comprehensive retirement-income strategy? By the
time the investor suffers the consequences of a faulty
retirement-income plan, years have passed. 

Friends, coworkers, neighbors, relatives can be a
tremendous influence on how an investor reacts to
a retirement strategy and the products eventually
chosen by the investor. However, the “advice” of
a coworker, friend or relative may have no relation
to the proper strategy for the investor. What 
education and training do these other 
“influencers” have? How do these influencers
stay abreast of important options for creating

F I G U R E 7 A :  S U R V E Y S S H O W T H O S E I N V E S T O R S W H O A L L O W

T H E I R A D V I S E R T O B E T H E I R P R I M A RY I N F L U E N C E S AV E M O R E

F O R R E T I R E M E N T,  A R E M O R E C O N F I D E N T I N T H E I R I N V E S T I N G

O U T C O M E S A N D T E N D T O B E M O R E M O D E R AT E I N V E S T O R S .

Source: “Working with an advisor” Improved Retirement Savings, “Financial Knowledge
and Retirement Confidence!” ING North America Insurance Corporation, ©2010
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retirement income like bucketing, tax planning,
withdrawal hierarchies, Roth conversions, required
minimum distributions, timing of Social Security
commencement and/or stretch IRA strategies? Do
they also have a bias against annuities as discussed
above? What other products are they unaware of
or biased against? Have they ever clearly defined
all the investor’s needs and goals? Typically, we see
these influencers as uninformed at best.

As well, these influencers compound the 
accumulation-conditioning process. For example,
an adviser may have diligently prepared a 
retirement plan and strategy for an investor client.
The adviser discusses the strategy and various 
products to be used, after which the investor
decides to review the plan in greater detail before
making any further decisions. The investor then has
a cursory conversation with an “influencer” on the
adviser’s suggestions of strategy and products to
be used. Yet, both the investor and influencer lack
an understanding of plan and of the products 
suggested. This lack of training and knowledge 
provides fodder for the investor to receive 
inappropriate or imprudent advice from their 
influencer. This “advice” puts doubt in the investor’s
mind. Older individuals avoid new pessimistic 
information, find it cognitively difficult to process
new information and instead revert to using their
“accumulation-focused” knowledge. Most likely,
the investor will then abandon the plan designed
specifically for their income needs. This may also
make them guarded on future suggestions offered
by their adviser who is trying to confront them with
their new “pessimistic reality”, and may lead
many investors into trying to do it all themselves. 

Surveys show those investors who allow their
adviser to be their primary influence save more for
retirement, are more confident in their investing 
outcomes and tend to be more moderate investors
(see Figures 7a and 7b). 

Obviously feeling confident about investing and
retirement are positive outcomes. Saving more for
retirement is clearly beneficial. Effectively 
managing those assets saved creates a more 
optimal investing outcome by definition. Yet how
do investors who choose to do it themselves weigh
the tradeoffs between risk and reward? How do they

F I G U R E 7 B :  S U R V E Y S S H O W T H O S E I N V E S T O R S W H O A L L O W

T H E I R A D V I S E R T O B E T H E I R P R I M A RY I N F L U E N C E S AV E M O R E

F O R R E T I R E M E N T,  A R E M O R E C O N F I D E N T I N T H E I R I N V E S T I N G

O U T C O M E S A N D T E N D T O B E M O R E M O D E R AT E I N V E S T O R S .

Source: “Working with an advisor” Improved Retirement Savings, “Financial Knowledge
and Retirement Confidence!” ING North America Insurance Corporation, ©2010
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decide on an appropriate retirement-income 
strategy? Now that the investor has exhausted
options provided by their adviser, and influencers,
they turn to the next best option on how they can
accumulate for retirement. The number of 
investing themed shows and channels on cable and
satellite television has been a strong factor in the
conditioning of investors on accumulation. 
Messages are also crafted to appeal to as many
investors as possible; that tends to be those
investors attempting to accumulate assets, not
those creating a retirement-income-spending plan.
These media channels tend to be more focused on
hype, ratings and accumulation than they are on 
setting out any clear investment approach to 
retirement income. 

Given these factors, both advisers and investors
have an uphill battle when discussing 
decumulation. Investors are relying on many 
information sources, few of which adequately
speak to the challenges of creating an effective
retirement-income plan. What messages investors
do get tend to reinforce the accumulation of assets
and create “accumulation conditioning.” 

Thus, we see lots of information, promotion of and
education around accumulation, with investors still
not saving enough and also making poor asset 
allocation decisions, yielding the rise in 401(k) 
auto-enrollment features and target date funds.
While target date funds may not be appropriate for
everyone and certainly investors and advisers

need to consider the glidepath used by the fund, the
idea arose because of a common investor error. 
Target date funds allow investors to pick a mixed
portfolio of investment products that are re-balanced
over time: two basic concepts investors often
either fail to understand and/or execute. 

Now remember that the investment product universe
and the investing strategy for retirement-income
planning remain even more broad and complex.
How can individuals navigate the transitional
phase (that is as they re-position their portfolio in
anticipation of retirement), as well as the spending
phase where they begin to live off of their assets?
Having a comprehensive retirement plan would
help. Most advisers offer this service, but again we
see investors failing to plan. Recently an paper on
planadviser.com noted that “Even Affluent 
Americans Lack a Comprehensive Plan.”10 In the
personal experience of one of the authors, of the
hundreds of clients met with in 2011, less than 5%
of clients execute having a plan done for them. And
often times the plan is offered for free! Without a
plan how can investors adequately understand the
tradeoffs and nuances that a retirement-income 
strategy requires? The length of this paper does not
permit a detailed explanation of all the factors 
making retirement income more complex than 
accumulation. Summarized in Figure 8 are a few
of the primary differentiating factors.

Accumulation of assets works very well during the
working and prime saving years of investors, but
during one’s retirement, products used and 
strategies employed must change. Failing such a
change, the investor may run out of money too soon,
or spend too little in retirement. Thus investors
deprive themselves during the final phase of their
lives. Even with all the emphasis on accumulation,
investors still make many questionable planning
decisions. Plus, accumulation conditioning makes
it more difficult to transition clients to the 
spending phase of retirement. Given this, how does

Accumulation Retirement Income
❏ Investment Risk ❏ Investment Risk
❏ Sequence Return Risk ❏ Sequence Return Risk
❏ Withdrawal Rate Risk ❏ Withdrawal Rate Risk
❏ Longevity Risk ❏ Longevity Risk

FIGURE 8: RETIREMENT RISK COMPARISON

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

Source: Chart courtesy of New York Life
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the more individualized and complex nature of 
decumulation stand a chance?

Turning to advisers, we first note that advisers
are also bombarded by the same messages and
in the same ways as discussed above for the 
average investor. The overall financial services 
system has created its own accumulation 
conditioning of advisers, although this is certainly
unintentional. Only recently, have the major firms
developed programs to help advisers work with their
clients in retirement. However, as both a Registered
Investment Advisor (RIA) and adviser with a 
broker/dealer, we believe the commission, 
compensation and asset management fee structure
promotes a bias to accumulation and against
spending down of assets. In the 1990s there was 
a push to fee-based compensation and the 
abandonment of commission structures. The fee-
based compensation model is primarily tied to assets
under management. As the assets increase in size
(through accumulation) the adviser is paid more for
their job and is supposedly on the “same page” as
the investor. Their assets increase and the adviser
is paid even more. If the investor’s assets decrease,
the adviser is paid less. Therefore, the true goal of
the adviser in the fee-based model is to increase the
assets for their clients. Thus, the conundrum for the
adviser: Why help the investor decumulate? Ethics
dictate that we help the client, regardless of the 
compensation situation and most advisers will do
what is needed to help the client. Unfortunately,
many brokerage firms discourage, or do not allow
for the adviser to charge the client a flat fee for 
service (for example, an hourly rate or annual fee
based on a specific job or task). Continuing to focus
on asset accumulation may be the easier and more
productive route to follow. Hence, advisers are also
being conditioned to stick with accumulation
planning! Brokerage firms may want to consider
alternative methods for compensation and 
strategies where the adviser may charge a flat fee
and be fairly paid for the amount of work it takes

to create and implement an effective 
“decumulation” strategy.

And how is the retirement-income investor served?
A successful retirement-income strategy is very
much dependent upon gathering information from
individuals and creating a detailed personalized plan.
It’s not as easy as a one-page risk assessment, and
then quarterly statements to evaluate performance.
The adviser may spend four to 10 hours creating
the plan, presenting the plan to the client, 
implementing the plan, and then regularly 
updating and refining the plan as individual 
circumstances and needs change. 

Advisers may feel forced to present product based
on a performance benchmark which may not be the
best benchmark for retirement income. Products in
retirement-income plan need to be evaluated as a
suite, not parsed into an arbitrary accumulation 
perspective of performance, performance, 
performance. The entire suite of products used 
constitutes the retirement-income plan, and is
designed to meet many more goals than just 
accumulation and performance (see Figure 9).

When the discussion devolves into purely 
performance monitoring then the adviser is forced
to implement products which, while good on their
own, do not answer the goals of the overall 
retirement-income strategy. Key client goals around
taxes, estate planning and legacy planning may be
sub-optimally served when performance becomes

People are conditioned to pay for performance not strategy,
thus retirement income is underserved by market.

FIGURE 9: THE RETIREMENT INCOME DIFFICULTY
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the primary benchmark (see Figure 10).

Advisers may be better educated on investing 
concepts, but not necessarily on retirement-income
strategies. Even within securities firms, an 
unintentional bias against retirement-income 
spending exists. Again, most securities firms
require fees to be charged based on assets and do
not allow a flat fee to be charged. During retirement
spending assets may indeed decline and for good

reason. But by putting in a spending plan the adviser
will be reducing his or her income below the amount
of time and effort needed for proper planning. The
adviser may be assisting the client with many 
decisions well beyond just the assets, but has no way
of being paid for that expertise. In retirement it is
common for advisers to consult on: estate planning,
whether to move, refinancing a house, family 
member education, beneficiary planning, 
charitable contributions, tax-impact items, 
budgeting, cash flow and many more items which
have nothing to do with the size of the retirement
plan assets. In that instance charging a flat fee would
be better for both the client and the adviser, but to
do that the adviser typically must use an RIA 
format, adding additional complexity to the
adviser’s business. Given the bias stated previously
for information that is optimistic and the cognitive
decline possibilities, older advisers in particular may
feel a bias to stick with the easier accumulation-
focused practice. Younger advisers lack the
experience to comprehend fully the issues of
older investors. Thus, who is left to serve the 
retirement-income investor?

As an industry, financial services firms may be 
starting to understand the complexity of retirement-
income planning. Advisers need more training on
how to communicate effectively to clients, as
explaining the intricacies of a strategy vs. pure 
performance monitoring remains a challenge.
The adviser is fighting against the investor’s 
accumulation conditioning, so messages around
income planning need to be clear and concise, as
well as repeated often.

Additional Points for Discussion
What are some of the best ways to combat 
“accumulation conditioning” and the effects on the
retiree? First and foremost, the media can do a 
better job of showcasing strategies and concepts that
help the retiree. They could create programming that
includes topics serving the retirement-income

FIGURE 10: INCREASING COMPLEXITY REQUIRES CHANGE

We have all heard that truly good advisers are generally more
like coaches, helping throughout the lifecycle process, rather
than merely providing alternatives and then stepping away.
When preparing a game plan for a football game, coaches must
set their goal, which for most cases is to win, or at least play
the best possible game. For retirement the primary goal often
is to not run out of money too soon. From there, the coach must
create the strategies to augment their game plan, and establish
their offensive and defensive strategy. Finally, they look to their
tactics (play calling) to implement the strategy. Of course, there
are always going to be adjustments to the tactics due to 
conditions during the game. By and large, when coaches 
implement the strategy and adjust the tactics accordingly, they
reach their final goal. For retirement income the investor’s 
primary goal is to live as well as possible without running out
of money. There are many strategies available to reach that goal,
and the investor’s comprehensive plan outlines a strategy 
personalized for the client. The adviser then consults with the
client to execute the plan, employing various products 
tactically, and then making course adjustments as needed.

FIGURE 11: ADVISERS ARE MUCH LIKE FOOTBALL COACHES
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investor. While the media probably should not try
to create a strategic framework for investors, 
certain programming could discuss how retirement
income differs from the accumulation phase, and
why a defined plan and strategy for retirement
income is critical. 

Second, individual advisers need to find education
that speaks to retirement income as a strategy 
and focus less upon performance-based 
accumulation-planning thought processes. It is
difficult to adjust the thought process from 
performance to spending. Advisers should consider
changing the reports and review processes with their
clients to move away from performance towards 
targeted cash flow analysis. In turn, the client will
begin to be conditioned toward monitoring 

all the goals of their plan instead of just recent 
performance, or the “what have you done for me
lately” view (See Figure 11).

Final thought
The authors hope that advisers, the media and
investors will all take a closer look at how they 
influence, and/or are influenced by their investing
beliefs and surroundings. We hope that academics
and practitioners will expand on our discussion and
create solutions to the problems outlined herein. For
example, how can behavioral finance principles be
used to overcome the effects of accumulation 
conditioning? As a first step, perhaps by 
understanding accumulation conditioning and
making some minor adjustments, the retiree can be
better served by the financial services industry. ■
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